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Modeling of atomic force microscopy experiments with
microbubbles: Comparison between theory and measurements
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We present an extensive comparison with experimental data of our theoretical/numerical model for the static response of
coated microbubbles (MBs) subject to compression from an atomic force microscope (afm). The mechanics of the MB’s
coating is described in the context of elastic thin shell theory. The encapsulated fluid is treated as
compressible/incompressible pertaining to a gas/liquid, while the thinning of the liquid film between the MB and the afm
cantilever is modelled via introduction of an interaction potential and the resulting disjoining pressure. As the external force
increases, the experimental force-deformation (f-d) curves of MBs covered with polymer have an initial linear response
(Reissner regime), followed by a non-linear curved downwards response (Pogorelov regime) where buckling takes place. On
the other hand, the f-d curve for MBs covered with lipid monolayers initially follows the Reissner regime, but buckling is
bypassed to a curved upwards regime where internal gas pressure dominates. The elastic properties, namely Young’s
modulus and shell thickness, for MB’s covered with polymer can be estimated by combining the buckling point and the slope
of the Reissner regime or the slopes of Reissner and Pogorelov regimes. Comparison of the present model with afm f-d
curves for polymer shows satisfactory agreement. The area dilatation and bending moduli are shown to be the appropriate
independent elastic parameters of MBs covered with phospholipid monolayers and are estimated by combination of the
transition from Reissner to pressure dominated regime. Simulations and experiments in this case are in excellent agreement.

I. INTRODUCTION
Contrast agent microbubbles (MBs) have recently received significant attention, as they have a very positive impact in
medical imaging via ultrasound1, 2 and targeted drug delivery3, 4. Usually, they are coated with a biocompatible material, like
polymer or lipid monolayer, that provides mechanical strength and reduces dissolution3. Due to their small sub-capillary size,
they are able to cross the entire vascular bed including abnormal vascular networks, such as the neovascularization of solid
tumours5. In the presence of an ultrasound field coated MBs oscillate, thus generating a strong back-scatter signal which
allows for visualization of vital organs like liver6, kidney7, etc., as well as blood flow
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to provide estimates of perfusion.

Furthermore, after several cycles of oscillations they can be forced to collapse and release their payload in the vicinity of an
area that is targeted for local treatment, thus significantly reducing side effects and increasing the efficacy of drug
delivery9,10.

The amount and the nature of the material that encapsulates the shell define the mechanical behavior of the MB.
Considering the above fields of application, the mechanical properties, namely area dilatation and bending moduli, are of
a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: pel@uth.gr
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major importance since they determine the MB’s amplitude of oscillation11 and dynamic response12,13 during acoustic
interrogation, their window of stability before break-up takes place and their ability to travel across the vascular bed14.
Accurate estimation of these mechanical properties is a key to design their response in the presence of ultrasound. To this
end, atomic force microscopy (afm) measurements have been proven to be a powerful and reliable tool to estimate the
mechanical properties, because they rule out unnecessary coupling with dynamic effects and do not require consideration of
the pertinent physical properties, such as shell viscosity and the viscosity of the surrounding liquid. In particular, MBs are
compressed under the cantilever of an afm and the response is registered in force-deformation (f-d) curves.

AFM measurements are typically employed for the study of spherical capsules by employing the Hertz [15] and Reissner
[16] theory, or appropriate combinations of them for varying shell thickness to particle radius ratio [17], and it is shown that
as the ratio h/R decreases the Reissner theory becomes more appropriate with a correction factor depending on the cantilever
and substrate shape. For soft cell-like spherical shells a variation of the Hertz theory, the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts model is
employed that accounts for the surface energy of the cantilever and substrate [18], in order to obtain (f-d) curves and extract
reliable predictions of the cell stiffness. For hollow polyelectrolyte or liquid filled shells analyses of afm measurements
mainly focuses on the linear regime of the (f-d) curve17,19 where, for known shell thickness, the shell stiffness is recovered
upon introducing the Reissner theory. Numerical simulations of the static response are then performed using commercial
software packages such as Abaqus20 or Comsol17 in order to verify the f-d curve and shell deformation pattern. Simulations20
capture the linear regime as well elastic buckling in the Pogorelov21 regime however it was not always possible to capture the
rich static response pattern exhibited by measurements involving mechanical indentation. In fact, theoretical and numerical
studies that are performed in order to support such experiments in extracting shell properties are limited and usually omit
crucial parameters such as the resistance of the encapsulated gas or liquid to compression.
Lulevich et al.22 investigated the response of liquid filled capsules with an afm and obtained a very different response
pattern, i.e. an almost non-linear curved upwards f-d curve was identified right from the start of the experiment, without the
classic Reissner response at low values of deformation that is usually observed in afm experiments. On the contrary, when
harder shells are statically investigated via afm the linear regime becomes evident for small deformations22,23,24,25, indicating
the relative importance of the resistances to elongation/bending and volume compression. Furthermore, simulations using
Abaqus captured the above pattern as well as instabilities in the form of horizontal plateaus, when transition from elastic to
perfect plastic behavior was considered23.
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Glynos et al.26 performed afm measurements of MBs coated with polymer (biSphere), where a rich f-d response was
demonstrated. Initially, the f-d curve is linear while, with further increase of the applied force, the response becomes nonlinear and nearly horizontal. Classic shell theory suggests that in the first regime the shape of the shell remains flattened and
it is known as Reissner regime16, while the non-linear response is associated with buckling in the contact area (Pogorelov
regime21). A preliminary study by Lytra et al.27 suggested that proper coupling with the transition from Reissner to Pogorelov
regime can estimate both Young’s modulus and shell thickness from the f-d curve for MBs covered with polymer. It will be
interesting to verify this prediction by resorting to simulations in view of the experimental evidence via unloading tests26 that
plasticity effects are also possible during compression, which alters the response pattern via the onset of elasto-plastic
buckling.

The mechanical properties of MBs covered with phospholipid monolayers are the least studied and least understood in
the literature. Among the first who performed afm measurements on Definity MBs was Buchner Santos et al.28 who found
that these MBs are softer with a Young’s modulus on the order of MPa. In addition, the f-d curve is almost linear for the most
part of it and it is curved upwards at relatively high deformations. In the latter study the proposed model to estimate the
Young’s modulus is the one developed by Lulevich et al.22, which however results in a radius dependent area dilatation
moduluis, while it is reported that the Reissner’s model16 overestimates the Young’s modulus. More recently, Abou Saleh et
al.29 also calculated the Young’s modulus of lipid MBs using the afm, based on Reissner’s model. In addition, they found
that adding a functional coating on the outside of the shell the overall stiffness increases significantly. It is also interesting to
note that when no extra coating is added on the shell surface the response is initially linear, followed by a non-linear curved
upwards regime, while the extra coating results in a strong linear response.

Moreover, in classic shell mechanics the in plane stresses are proportional to area dilatation modulus, χ, and similarly
the bending moments to the bending modulus, kb, via appropriate constitutive laws. In this context, the area dilatation
modulus and the bending modulus are related to the 3d Young’s modulus, E, and shell thickness, h, as   Eh



and



kb  Eh3 / 12 1  2  . In the case of MBs covered with polymer, the shell thickness is relatively big and its structure could


be characterized as more or less isotropic and homogeneous. Therefore, for polymeric shells, apart from the shell radius the
independent shell parameters are the 3d Young’s modulus and the shell thickness. On the other hand, MBs covered with lipid
monolayers form a shell of very small thickness 1  5 nm which is not easy to define or measure and as a result the shell
structure is not entirely isotropic. Therefore, following studies on the mechanical behavior of lipid bilayer shells such as the
3

red blood-cells30, we propose that the independent parameters for MBs covered with lipid monolayers are the area dilatation
and bending moduli and we want to investigate the validity of this discrepancy.

In order to capture the rich spectrum of static responses reported in afm measurements, pertaining to coated
microbubbles and capsules, and provide reliable tools for accurate parameter estimation of the shell elastic properties, it is
necessary to develop a flexible simulation technique that can accurately predict the load distribution on the interrogated MB
as well as its deformed shape for a wide range of external forcing. Resorting to commercial software does not provide the
degree of flexibility and robustness required to this end. Consequently, we have developed a numerical/theoretical model31 to
account for the hydrophilic nature of the involved substrates and coated MBs, especially the ones coated with lipid
monolayers, as a means to obtain the load distribution exerted on their shell by the slowly descending cantilever during an
afm measurement. Such indentation experiments take place in an aqueous environment in which case, the thickness of the
liquid film that surrounds the microbubble decreases as the cantilever approaches the shell, and as a result the disjoining
pressure that keeps them apart increases while gradually deforming the shell. The disjoining pressure is a manifestation of the
intermolecular forces32 between the shell and cantilever and depends on the nature of these two surfaces. Using this model it
was possible to simulate31 the static response of both polymeric and lipid MBs. To this end, the previous model is extended to
account for non-symmetric deformations with respect to the shell’s equator, e.g. when the resting surface of the MB and the
cantilever surface are of different geometry or possess very different wetting properties. Moreover, we have also modified
our formulation in order to account for the case of an incompressible fluid being encapsulated in the shell and we investigate
the possibility of a pure repulsive potential pertaining to afm measurements with air as the surrounding medium.

It should be stressed that we proceeded in this direction unaware of previous pioneer studies employing the interaction
potential between the cantilever and the interrogated particle in order to obtain the distribution of the load that is exerted on
the latter during the afm measurement. Particularly so when indentation studies are performed on drops and bubbles in order
to obtain isothermal force-distance curves33 and through them the disjoining pressure isotherms34, by invoking the DLVO
theory that accounts for both van der Waals and double layer fources32. In the study be Bhatt et al.34 (2001) such a short range
repulsive/long range attractive potential is employed in order to solve the augmented Young-Laplace equation for the force
exerted on a deformable drop/bubble as it interacts with two solid particles of comparable curvature that are emerged in a
liquid of varying wetting properties. It was thus seen that in recovering the equilibrium disjoining pressure isotherm the
actual interfacial deformation must be accounted for, rather than assuming an effective drop/bubble elasticity, and that in the
linear force deformation regime compressibility of the drop/bubble is negligible. Consequently treating the inner fluid as a
4

drop or bubble does not alter the f-d curve. This approach has been extensively and successfully used ever since for the
analysis of forces on drops and bubbles, or between drops and bubbles in complex fluid systems with varying degrees of
hydrophilicity, using afm35,36,37. A similar type interaction potential is used in the present study for the static interrogation of
coated microbubbles and liquid filled capsules and it was seen that, as long as we remain in the linear regime of the static
response, the f-d curve is the same irrespective of the treatment of the pressure variation of the inner fluid. However,
interesting variations arise as we enter the nonlinear regime of the shell static response.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The theoretical/numerical model is briefly discussed in Sec.II-A and the
available analytical models in Sec. II-B; details of the extension of the methodology to account for non-planar cantilevers are
provided in the Appendix. Then, the results and comparison with afm data are presented in Sec. III. Finally, Sec. IV contains
the main conclusions and findings of the present study.

II. MODELLING
A. Theoretical formulation
We consider an axisymmetric MB that is encapsulated by an elastic biomaterial (polymer or phospholipid monolayer),
rests on a plane substrate and can be compressed by a plane or spherical cantilever, Fig. 1(a)-(b). In both cases the substrate
and cantilevers have much higher elastic rigidity, thus we assume that after contact only the MB is deformed. In particular,
based also on experimental observations, axisymmetric deformations are assumed throughout this study. Depending on the
nature and geometry of the upper and lower surfaces the deformation can be symmetric or asymmetric with respect to the
equatorial plane of the MB. During afm measurements the MB is submerged in a liquid solution, with the cantilever being
initially positioned above the MB and gradually approaching it thereby increasing the exerted force. Consequently, in the
present study we investigate the response as the distance between the cantilever and the solid substrate, zCS , decreases,
rather than the distance, z0, between the cantilever and center of mass of the microbubble that was used in our previous
modelling study27. When a plane cantilever is considered the distance zCS is easily defined as the axial position of the
cantilever, Fig. 1(a), whereas when a spherical one is employed zCS is defined as the axial position of its center, Fig. 1(b);
the origin of the axis of symmetry z is located on the substrate in both cases. It will be seen in the following that when the
cantilever and substrate are flat and similar in nature z0=zCS/2.
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F
FIG. 1. Schemaatic representattion of a microbbubble under a ((a) Plane cantileever and (b) Sphherical cantileveer with radius Rc . In both figuures

R0 is the initiial radius of thhe shell, whereeas zCS denotes the position of the cantilevver and  the thickness of thhe liquid film. All

ggeometrical quaantities are desccribed in a globbal cylindrical coordinated
c
sysstem  z ,   witth its origin at the
t substrate; normal vector n is
ppointing outwarrds with respectt to the MB’s coore.

Due to thhe hydrophilicc nature of thee involved surrfaces, the spaace between tthe cantilever and the northh pole as welll as
bbetween the suubstrate and tthe south pole of the coatedd bubble is occcupied by an uultrathin liquidd film with vaariable thickneess,

 , which is ssqueezed by thhe action of thhe external force thus resultiing in variationns of the locall pressure. The latter is known
aas disjoining ppressure and is
i a measure oof the intensitty of the interm
molecular forcces between thhe interactingg pair of surfacces
w
whose strengtth is signified vvia an additionnal source of energy
e
per uniit surface that is attributed tto the shell interface, wint , thhat
rreflects its intteraction with the cantileverr. In particulaar, a long rangge attractive-shhort range reppulsive interacction potentiall is
iintroduced herrein in order too describe thee above interacction, which haas the followinng form32,34,38,,39

  4   2 
wInt    w0  A   2 A   .
 

   


((1)

 A is the chaaracteristic lenngth for which the interacttion potential takes the minnimum attractiive value,  w0 , and  is tthe
llocal thickness of the film tthat is definedd as the minim
mum distance bbetween a specific point on the shell and the cantileverr or
tthe substrate; a detailed deescription of thhe calculationn of δ is givenn in Appendixx A. As the ddistance betweeen the shell aand
ccantilever or ssubstrate decreeases and crossses a critical length,
l
 A , thhe interaction ppotential is maaximized whille the interactiion
fforce switchess sign becoming repulsive aas opposed to attractive, Figg. 2, thus prodducing a graduual flattening of the shell, F
Fig.
1. The above fform of the intteraction potential was not rigorously
r
obttained but it iss used extensivvely34,38,39, duee to its flexibillity
aas it contains tthe essential eelements of vaan der Waals aattraction and ddouble layer reepulsion.
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ˆ      w , as a functtion of the relattive
F
FIG. 2. Dimennsionless potenttial, ŵint  wint   w0 , and dim
mensionless disjjoining pressuree, 
A 0
ddistance from thhe cantilever/suubstrate,   A .

On a diffe
ferent context, similar comppression experiiments are connducted for coonventional sppherical shells like table tennnis
bballs40. In thiss case, the sheell is deformedd as previouslyy under a flat and rigid surfface, but insteead of a liquidd the surroundiing
eenvironment iis air, which iss a non-polar m
medium. Thuss, a typical inteeraction potenntial32, 34 contaiins only the reepulsive term:

wInt    

A
122 2

,

((2)

w
where A is thhe Hamaker coonstant which takes negativee values for reepulsion32.

For both types of inteeraction potenttial the total energy contennt of the shelll, provided byy the sum off strain, bendinng,
iintermolecularr, gas compresssion and surfface energy, reeads as:

U T  Wstr  Wb  Wint  Wc  Ws ,

((3)

3
M
Minimization31
of the total eenergy gives tthe force balannce in the norm
mal and tangenntial directionns:


1   q 
n : PG  PA    k s ss  k   2km   BW  wint  
,
 s

1 
 

t s :   ss 
 ss     k s q   0

s

s








with

q

1 
 s

   mss 

 m  ,

 


(44a)
(44b)
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where, PG is the internal pressure of the encapsulated gas, PA is the ambient/atmospheric pressure and  BW is the surface
tension of the bubble-water interface. Moreover,  ss and   are the in plane elastic tensions and they are calculated via

constitutive laws, e.g. neo-Hookean, Mooney-Rivlin and Skalak for linear, strain softening and strain hardening behavior,
respectively41,42. Similarly, mss and m are the bending moments as a result of a finite bending resistance of the shell43.

The disjoining pressure  arises as part of the minimization of the intermolecular energy with respect to the radial,  ,
and axial, z , position of the shell and equals the derivative of the interaction potential in the normal direction31:

 4w   5   3  
 0  A  A  , for attractive-repulsive interaction
wint   A        n




,
n 
A 
,
for pure repulsive interaction

6 3 n


(5)

whereas the total intermolecular force on the shell is:


W
 w

F   Int    int  2km wint  ndA ,

r
n


A



(6)

In the context of eq. (5), distance δ increases in the opposite direction with respect to the normal vector n, hence the
disjoining pressure is negative (attractive), when    A , positive (repulsive) when    A and zero when    A . In the
present model, for given distance zCS  is not constant, but     , z  , where  , z  are the coordinates of an arbitrary
point on the shell surface. The total force changes from attractive to repulsive as the distance between the cantilever and
substrate zCS is reduced below a certain value for which the overall force is zero. In the latter case the shell around the two
poles is in contact with the neighbouring surfaces and feels a repulsive force whereas the rest of the transition region is in
attraction. The translation of the cantilever below that threshold distance is used as a measure of the shell deformation in
order to directly compare against measurements:

z  F  0  zCS  F 
dˆ  C R0  zˆCS  F  0  zˆCS  F   CS
,
R0

(7)

where  C is the total dimensional translation of the cantilever. In cases for which buckling has not yet taken place, Δc is
roughly equal to the sum of deformations of the MB at the two poles. In fact, when both the cantilever and substrate are flat
with the same wetting properties the deformation Δ exhibited in one of the two poles is Δ=ΔC/2; see also Berry et al.17. The
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above equation is a practical way to measure the deformation, when the interaction is relatively weak, w0   1 . In this
case, the corresponding shape is nearly spherical without any deformation, e.g. the zero force corresponds to an undeformed
shape. Otherwise, when a stronger interaction is considered the corresponding shape at zero force is significantly deformed,
which does not allow for a clear demonstration of the elastic phenomena31. In fact, the strength of the interaction potential can
be estimated by the maximum attractive force of the experimental f-d curve31. However, during afm experiments no adhesion
forces are registered, therefore in our simulations we chose the strength of the interaction potential to be relatively small in
order to avoid high adhesion forces and the corresponding hysteretic behavior.

The above equilibrium between the elastic tensions at the shell interface and the disjoining pressure is coupled with the
internal pressure, PG , of the encapsulated gas. In particular, as the shell is compressed its volume is reduced and therefore
the volume and internal pressure are linked via an isothermal equation:


PGV   PV
0 0 ,

(8a)

where V is the volume of the bubble for given zcs; subscript 0 denotes the pressure and the volume in the reference state, i.e.
3
P0  PA  2 BW R0 , V0  4 R0 3 , and   1.07 . However, when the shell encapsulates an incompressible liquid, equation

(8a) cannot be used with   1.07 . Instead, we replace eq. (8a) with a mass conversation equation for the liquid:

m  const.  V  const. or V  V0

(8b)

whereas when an isobaric process is considered we set γ equal to zero in equation (8a).

The reference state is typically spherical and stress-free unless otherwise stated. A parametric study on the effect of prestress on the static response of coated microbubbles is not presented in the present article and is relegated to a future
investigation. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that in the presence of pre-stress a coated microbubble is expected to
buckle as a result of static compression39,40,41 in which case transient break up takes place subject to further static or acoustic
disturbance27,44,45,47. This mechanism may explain the onset of collapse obtained in afm measurements of coated
microbubbles at higher temperature levels25, in which case large levels of pre-stress are present due to gas escaping out to the
surrounding liquid as a result of increased diffusion rates through the shell.

The above problem is made dimensionless with the bubble radius at the reference state employed as characteristic length
scale, R0 . Hence, the problem formulation is governed by the following dimensionless numbers:
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k
P R

w
ˆ  A ; xˆ  x ,
kˆb  b 2 ; PˆA  A 0 ; ˆBW  BW ; Wˆ0  0 ; A
R0



 R0
 R02

(9)

measuring the relative stiffens of bending, gas compressibility, surface tension and interaction potential with respect to the
resistance to elongation. Moreover, x̂ denotes all the dimensionless lengths entering the problem, i.e. the height of the liquid
film, ˆ , the position of the cantilever, zˆCS , the initial pre-stress, û and the cylindrical coordinates ˆ , zˆ  , which for
simplicity we keep in  , z  form. For polymeric shells that normally have thicker coatings, bending resistance is related to
the elastic modulus and the shell thickness43:

Eh3





2
12 1   2
 h 
k
1
,

kˆb  b 2 


 R0
EhR02
12 1   2  R0 





(10)

while for microbubbles coated with lipid, the bending resistance is treated as an independent parameter, since their thickness
is very small and cannot be easily defined.

The above formulation is completed with the appropriate boundary conditions at the edges of the generatrix:

   0

at

  0 and 1 ,

(11a)

  0 and 1 ,

(11b)

    0       1  0 ,

(11c)

z  0

at

where    0,1 denotes a Lagrangian variable that identifies the position of each node at the stress-free state; when it is used
as subscript it denotes differentiation. In addition, ξ=0 and 1 indicate the north and south pole, respectively. Finally, in the
graphs shown in the following sections the disjoining pressure  , the total energy UT and its components Wi are made
dimensionless as follows:

ˆ     , Uˆ  U T , Wˆ  Wi ,

T
i
w0
 R02
 R02

(12)
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B. Numerical Solution and Asymptotic models

The Galerkin finite element methodology (FEM) is employed for the numerical solution of the system of equations (4),
(8) and (11). The B-cubic splines48 are used as basis functions in order to accommodate the bending stresses. The unknown
variables are the position  , z  of each node of the generatrix and the internal pressure, PG . An in-house fortran code has
been developed in this context31,46, which was validated against analytical results available from the literature49, and was
recently extended to account for non-symmetric loading conditions. The validity of the numerical solution was tested against
asymptotic results obtained using the theory of continuum mechanics16,21, while new regimes in the static response pattern
were identified31 as will also be illustrated in the next section that is dedicated to the comparison with afm measurements.
More details on the model described in the previous section and the finite element methodology for its solution can be found
in a previous article31.

Microbubbles covered with polymeric biomaterial have relatively stiff shells in terms of their Young’s modulus [2-20
GPa] and a shell thickness on the order of 20-40 nm. Therefore, the analytical solutions developed for convectional shells are
more applicable with polymeric coatings in comparison with MB’s covered with lipid monolayers. In particular, the f-d curve
from afm measurements of polymeric shells is typically initially linear corresponding to the Reissner regime. Simulations and
analysis suggest that in this regime the shell portion that lies immediately under the cantilever is flattened, while force and
deformation are related via the Reissner equation16:

F

4 Eh 2



3 1 

2




R0

or

F  8  kb


,
R0

(13a)

In the latter equation parameter  signifies the deformation of the pole that lies in the vicinity of the cantilever and is
one half of the cantilever displacement, ΔC, that is usually registered as shell deformation in afm measurements for which the
substrate and cantilever possess the same hydrophilic properties. The latter value, ΔC, incorporates the translation of the
microbubble center of mass due to the same amount of deformation of the lower pole that is in contact with the substrate, see
also Fig. 3(a). Therefore, when f-d curves are considered the horizontal axis should be marked with Δ in order to get an
appropriate fitting of Reissner’s equation, or an equivalent form of the previous relation can be used, namely

F

4 Eh 2



3 1  2



C
D0

or

F  8  kb

C
,
D0

(13b)
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w
where C   2  is the cantilever
c
trannslation and D0   2 R0  iis the diameter of the unddeformed shelll. Berry et aal.17
iindependentlyy arrived at thiis conclusion in
i their study of capsule meechanical propperties using inndentation whhere they focussed
oon the Reissneer/Hertz regim
mes of initiallyy spherical cappsules of varying shell thickkness.

F
FIG. 3. (a) Schhematic represenntation of the M
MB in deformedd configuration.. Black and greey lines indicatee the initial stress free (0) and the
ddeformed (1) pposition, respecttively. The canntilever is transllated towards thhe MB by Δc, w
while the positiion of the subsstrate is fixed. T
The
ccenter of mass of the MB is trranslated by MC
C0-MC1=Δc/2, w
which is the deeformation (Δ) of
o each pole, C  2 , when the cantilever aand
ssubstrate are off the same geoometry and matterial. (b) Diagrram of a symm
metrically deforrmed MB, wheere the differentt regions (contaact,
ttransition and oouter) are illustraated.

Moreoverr, as the exteernal force inccreases, the reesponse becom
mes non-lineaar and curvedd downwards. In this regim
me,
bbuckling takess place in the area around tthe pole that iss in contact w
with the cantileever and the aanalytical f-d rrelation has beeen
ddescribed by P
Pogorelov21 ass:



2 5
 3.56 E h  
F

2
2
R02 
 1 







0.5
1/22


 122 3.56  
h

1/2

kb

 22.6  
R0
h

kb
,
R0

(114)

Thus, com
mbination of tthe linear regim
me of the stattic response cuurve with the Pogorelov reggime can provvide the Young’s
m
modulus and shell thicknesss27,31. In adddition, when buckling
b
is obbserved, simullations31 sugggest that the bbuckling pointt is
eencountered w
when

h
 
 C
 Pogorelov regime starts
s
when

 2..5

 2.5 ,
R0
h h Critical
R0 D0

(115)

iin agreement with analyticaal results of thhe literature49. Thus, upon careful
c
examinnation of the f-d curve we can estimate tthe
sshell thicknesss from the buuckling point. In particularr, it is defineed by identifyying the point of transition from the linear
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(Reissner) to the curved down (Pogorelov) nonlinear part of the force deformation curve. Subsequently, the Young’s modulus
can be recovered from the slope of the linear regime upon employing Reissner’s equation31. Fig. 3(b) depicts the three major
shell regions where the above force balances take place and determine the shape of the force deformation curve. In particular,
the internal pressure balances the disjoining pressure in the contact region, while bending stresses and disjoining pressure
balance each other in the transition region. The Reissner and Pogorelov force balances take place in the latter two regions.

When subjected to the same type of static load, MBs covered with lipids have a significantly different response pattern in
experimentally obtained f-d curves, i.e. they initially exhibit a linear regime followed by a non-linear curved upwards28,29
regime. In this case, numerical simulations indicate27 that buckling is bypassed as the internal gas pressure is an equally
important stiffness on the shell equilibrium, thus defining the new curved upwards regime. The first regime can be described
by the Reissner relation eq. (15a-b), while for the second regime we have developed an analytical expression31 to describe
this type of response when the resistance to internal pressure change becomes important:
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eq. (18b) was also derived by Lulevich et al22 when gas compressibility in negligible. Therefore, for a MB covered with lipid
we estimate the area dilatation from eq. (16) and the bending modulus from Reissner’s model eq.s (13a,b). Alternatively the
total force is provided by the sum
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where the first term on the right hand side is the linear Reissner term that arises in the transition region which connects the
contact region with the bulk of the shell whereas the second nonlinear term arises in the contact region where the internal gas
overpressure with respect to the surrounding liquid balances the disjoining pressure, see also Fig. 3(b). Equation (17) applies
to shells for which resistance to compression precludes buckling from taking place and is different from the model proposed
by Lulevich et al.22 in that the latter does not account for the Reissner regime. As will be seen in the following section, it can
describe the static response of liquid filled capsules, whose incompressibility also does not allow for buckling to take place.
Furthermore, in cases for which shell bending resistance is negligible, k̂ b  k b / (R 02 )  1, it captures the curved up response
13

pattern in f-d curves. Conversely, when bending is important it captures the linear part of the static response, Reissner regime,
in which case the nature of the enclosed fluid, i.e. whether it is a gas or a liquid, does not affect the f-d curve. This was first
pointed out by Bhatt et al.34 in their study of drop/bubble interaction with a solid particle for various geometric configurations
and interaction potentials. In the following section the above response patterns will be identified in a number of experimental
investigations of coated microbubbles via afm and will be recovered numerically with the proposed methodology, aiming at
characterizing shell elastic properties.

III. Results





A. MB covered with polymer PˆA  1

In the first part of this section we compare results obtained with the present methodology and experimental curves for
MBs covered with polymers17,19,20,26. This group of coated MBs is characterized by a relatively large Young’s modulus,
usually in the order of GPa, and relatively thick shells. Most characterization studies focus on the linear regime of the f-d
curve17,19. After the pioneering earlier studies by Updike & Kalnins49, Elsner et al.20 were among the first to use the afm for
characterization of the shell elastic properties, considering the nonlinear part as well. In particular, Elsner et al.20 performed
compression tests in hollow polyeloctrolyte multilayer capsules (PMC). In both studies49,20 the response in the f-d curves is
initially linear followed by a non-linear curved downwards regime indicating buckling of the shell near the contact area.
Then, the curve is slightly curved upwards, which is attributed to the increase of the internal pressure as a result of volume
reduction. Jumps and instabilities are observed at higher values of deformation where secondary effects govern the response,
i.e. 3d deformations, plasticity, geometrical imperfections or even viscoelastic creep effects, which the present model does
not account for. Nevertheless, we can compare our numerical model with the experimental curve of Elsner et al.20, which
involve hard polymeric microbubbles, at relatively lower deformations where elastic forces and gas compressibility dominate.

The shell thickness of a PAH/PSS capsule is h  25 nm and the radius R0  7.9 μm . These values conform well with
eq. (15), when it is considered for the estimation of the buckling point. In particular, eq. (15) implies that buckling takes place
at   63 nm , based on the above shell properties, which is in accordance with the buckling point obtained by the
experimental curve, i.e.   50  60 nm . Then employing the Reissner model on the experimental f-d curve, see also Fig.
4(a), we estimate the Young’s modulus E  252 MPa , while Elsner et al. estimated it at E  294  32 MPa . This combined
procedure for obtaining shell elastic properties was proposed in our earlier studies27,31 and is seen here to provide reliable
estimates of available afm measurements. To illustrate this, we perform simulations of the measurements reported in [20]
14

uusing the moddel proposed in [31] and ddescribed in Section II of thhe present artiicle, assumingg a weak interaction potenttial
bbased on the nature of thee symmetricallly compressed shell, and employing
e
thee shell param
meters obtainedd in the mannner
ddescribed aboove. As can bee gleaned from
m Fig. 4(b) thhe f-d curve obtained
o
by thhe FEM simuulations prediccts very well tthe
bbuckling poinnt, while slighttly overestimaating the slopee. In addition, at higher defoormations, i.e.   100 nm , the FEM currve
ffollows the ccurved upwardds regime inddicating an inncrease on thee required forrce, with resppect to the prredictions of tthe
P
Pogorelov theeory, as a resuult of the incrrease of the innternal pressuure due to gas compressibillity. The shape of the MB for
sselected valuees of deformaation is presennted in Fig. 44(c) for flat and
a buckled shapes.
s
In adddition, the dissjoining pressuure
pprofiles alongg the radial cooordinate σ forr a range of values
v
of defoormation Δ, inndicate that in the Reissner regime of sm
mall
ddeformation thhe pressure is concentrated in the pole reegion and nearrly assumes thhe form of a point
p
load. As the deformatiion
iincreases the pressure peakk is translatedd towards thee end of the ccontact area, while at the buckling regiime the pressuure
ddistribution iss that of a riing load conccentrated at thhe edge of thhe dimpled region of the shell, Fig. 4(d). Finally, the
ccomponents oof the energy that constitutte the equilibrium are pressented in Fig. 4(e). Initiallyy, the elastic energies due to
sstretching andd bending doominate the reesponse with stretching beeing the domiinant energy before buckliing. In the ppost
bbuckling regim
me an exchannge in the ordeer takes placee, with energyy due to bendiing becoming dominant. Fuurthermore, affter

  100 nm tthe energy duee to gas comprression starts increasing andd becomes of the same ordeer as elastic ennergies, whichh is
m
manifested in the numericall f-d curve by the curved uppwards regimee. The above response
r
patteern conforms w
with the findinngs
oof our earlier study31 on thhe static responnse of microbbubbles coatedd by stiff polyymeric shells tthat are charaacterized by veery
ssmall bendingg resistance, i.e. very sm
mall kˆb value, and non-vaanishing resistance to com
mpression, O((1) PˆA value, in
ccomparison w
with stretching resistance, as is the case wiith the shell thhat is interrogaated in Fig. 4.
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F
FIG. 4. (a) Expperimental curvve f-d for a PAH
H/PSS MB withh R0  7.9 μm andd h  25 nm byy Elsner et al.20 (b) Comparisonn of numerical aand
eexperimental f-d curves. (c) Shhape of deformeed MBs for seleected values of ddeformation. (dd) Evolution of ddimensionless ddisjoining presssure
pprofiles ̂ as ffunction of the radial coordinaate  for selectted values of deeformation. (e) Evolution of dimensionless
d
ennergy componeents
Wˆi as function
n of deformatiion; simulationn parameter foor FEM: R0  77.9 μm , h  25 nm , E  252 MPa ,   0.3 3 ,  BW  0 N m

m , neo-Hookeann law with thhe correspondiing dimensionlless numbers, kˆb  9.4  107 , PˆA  1.3  100 1 ,
W0  10 5 N m ,    20 nm
Wˆ0  1.6  10 6 and ˆBW  0 .

In the sam
me context, G
Glynos et al.26 employed thee afm and dem
monstrated the mechanical response
r
of M
MBs covered with
w
bbiSphere (a poolymer polylaactide). In this case also the thickness of tthe coating is relatively largge, i.e. h  O  20  40 nm  . In
pparticular, it was
w suggested50 that it variees linearly withh the shell raddius, i.e. h  1.5 102 R0 . T
Thus, the Younng’s modulus,, E,
w
was estimatedd26 via the sloppe of the lineaar part of the ff-d curve by em
mploying Reisssner’s model,, and it was foound to be on tthe
16

order of 2  20 GPa . However, it should be noted that in the latter study Reissner’s model was applied to f-d curves that
employ the cantilever translation in the abscissa, which contains deformations from both poles. Therefore, in order to
properly use Reissner’s model, the horizontal axis of the experimental curve is divided by two and then we use the slope of
the linear part of the f-d curve coupled with the nonlinear model pertaining to the Pogorelov regime, eq. (14), in order to
obtain estimates of both shell thickness and Young’s modulus, see also Fig. 5(a). The resulting values are E  6 GPa and

h  36 nm , which we use as input in our numerical model, see also dashed curve in Fig. 5(b) and Table 1a. It should be
stressed that in Fig. 5(b) the cantilever deflection, ΔC, is used in the abscissa in order to compare against the afm
measurements reported in [26]. As can be gleaned from the dashed curve obtained by the simulations, the estimated values
from the Reissner-Pogorelov transition overestimate the deformation corresponding to shell buckling, which is seen to take
place at  C  180 nm instead of 65-70 nm indicated by the experiments.

In order to resolve this discrepancy, upon noting that the buckling point in the experimental curve occurs at   33 nm
or C  66 nm based on the cantilever translation used in Fig. 5(b), eq. (15) provides the shell thickness, h  13 nm . In this
context Young’s modulus is recovered, E  48 GPa , from the linear part of the f-d curve by employing Reissner’s model.
The latter values are also incorporated in the numerical model, see also solid line in Fig. 5(b) and Table 1b, providing a more
accurate simulation of the experimental f-d curve, until the onset of buckling. Furthermore, plotting the shape of the MB for
indicative values of deformation, as predicted by the above simulation, we can see that solutions corresponding to the linear
regime exhibit a flat contact area, while in the non-linear regime buckling takes place signified by dimple formation, Fig.
5(c)-(e). In addition, the MB is assumed to be compressed symmetrically at both poles, therefore the profiles of the disjoining
pressure in the vicinity of the cantilever and substrate surfaces are identical, Fig. 5(f). Finally, the components of the total
energy follow the same pattern as in the calculations performed in the context of Elsner et al.20, as expected owing to the very
small dimensionless bending resistance, kˆb  10 5 , that characterizes polymeric shells. However, the energy due to gas
compression has no significant contribution in the simulations pertaining to the f-d curves reported in [26], since the volume
reduction is relatively small. This was anticipated based on the much smaller resistance to volume compression of the latter
type shells, PˆA  9.4  10 4 , and is confirmed by the profiles of the numerical f-d curves, Fig. 5(b), which do not exhibit a
curved upwards regime; for more details see also the analysis in [31].
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F
FIG. 5. (a) Fittting in experim
mental force-defformation curvee. (b) Comparisson of experimeental and numeerical results in force-deformattion
ccurves. The meechanical properrties are obtaineed by defining tthe buckling pooint (solid curvee) or using the pproperties of thee buckling poinnt in
ccombination wiith the pre-stresss assumption (dashed
(
dot currve) and the traansition for Reiissner to Pogorrelov regime (ddashed curve). T
The

nm ,
eextracted param
meters, which haave been used for
fo every case, aare shown in Taables 1a-b. For eevery simulationn, W0  10 3 N m ,   40 n

  0.42 and neeo-Hookean law
w is assumed. (cc)-(e) Shape of the MB for selected values off deformation. (f) Evolution off the dimensionlless
ddisjoining presssure profiles ̂ along the raddial coordinate  for the canttilever-MB conttact area. Fig. ((c)-(f) corresponnd to the bucklling
ppoint assumptioon. The experim
mental curve waas obtained by G
Glynos et al.26.
T
Table 1a Sim
mulation param
meters of Fig. 5 when the Reiissner to Pogoorelov transitioon is employedd.

R
Radius (R0)
2 μm

Thicknesss (h)
36 nm

kˆb  3.3  10 5

PˆA  9.4  10 4

Youung’s Moduluss (E)
6 GP
Pa
Dim
mensionless nuumbers
Ŵ0  4.6  10 6

Surface tensiion (γBW)
0

ˆBW  0

T
Table 1b Sim
mulation param
meters of Fig. 5 when the Reeissner regime is used, couplled with the buuckling point, to extract the
sshell thicknesss.

R
Radius (R0)
2 μm

Thicknesss (h)
13 nm

kˆb  4.3  10 6

PˆA  3.2  10 4

Youung’s Moduluss (E)
48 G
GPa
Dim
mensionless nuumbers
Ŵ0  1.6  10 6

Surface tensiion (γBW)
0

ˆBW  0
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Nevertheless, the numerical simulations presented in Fig 5b exhibit significant discrepancies compared to the
experimental f-d curve, mainly pertaining to the extensive horizontal plateau obtained in the post-buckling regime of afm
measurements. This type of response cannot be attributed to 3-d effects, since it occurs at lower deformation that expected for
3d buckling to take place51, and this strongly indicates plastic deformations which was confirmed by unloading measurements
in the context of the afm measurements reported in [26] but also in earlier relevant experimental/theoretical studies49. In
particular, the horizontal plateau occurs right after buckling takes place in the f-d curve in the former experimental study26.
Consequently, we can presume that unstable behavior sets in such as elasto-plastic buckling or viscoelastic creep, soon after
the onset of primary buckling. Similar findings of unstable behavior and discrepancies between loading and unloading
measurements have been reported elsewhere49, for deformations that lie beyond the onset of buckling, and was attributed to
the impact of friction in the static response. In fact, simulations of the static response in the parameter range relevant to the
latter study49 recover the post-buckling behavior captured in the experiments as the energetically favored response, while
failing to follow the experimental curve to higher deformations in which regime Updike & Kalnins49 postulate the onset of
the above mentioned instabilities. In such situations accurate estimation of the elastic properties probably requires additional
parameters, e.g. the yield stress or shell viscosity, which are not a-priori known and their assessment is beyond the scope of
the present study.

We also wish to employ our methodology in order to compare with experimental data obtained for larger polymeric
shells which are surrounded by air, instead of being immersed in a liquid, during afm measurements. Such experiments are
available in the literature for rubber shells by Updike and Kalnins49 or table tennis balls by Shorter et al.40. The size of these
shells is a few centimeters with a thickness to radius ratio ~1 100 . In addition, their relatively big size allows for
identification of buckling or other type of phenomena with a naked eye and direct comparison with instabilities in the profile
of the f-d curve. Commercially available software packages are typically employed40,51 in the literature to simulate such
experiments. Here, we use an interaction potential with only the repulsive term in order to account for the fact that the
surrounding medium is air and consequently van der Waals repulsion is the predominant intermolecular force as the
cantilever contacts the shell. In this fashion, we compare our numerical simulations with data obtained by Sorter et al.40 for a
table tennis ball with R0  2 102 m . In this case, the f-d curve has an extensive linear regime followed by a non-linear one.
The transition takes place at a sharp point, which conforms very well with eq. (15). Thus, we recover the value of the shell
thickness from the buckling point to be h  4 104 m . Subsequently, employing Reissner’s model in the slope of the linear
regime, eq. (13a), we estimate the Young’s modulus, E  2.8 MPa . It should be pointed out that the value used by Shorter et
19

2 MPa . Then,, performing simulations w
aal. is E  2.2
with a Hamaker potential w
we recover wiith satisfactoryy agreement tthe
eexperimental rresponse in teerms of the f-dd curve, Fig. 66(a). In the abbove simulatioons, we assum
med, as Shorterr et al.40 suggeest,
tthat variationss in the internaal gas pressuree are negligiblle due to minuute volume vaariations. As a result we set   0 indicatiing
aan isobaric proocess. Otherw
wise, the increaase of the interrnal pressure aas a result of thhe volume redduction createss a strong curvved
uupwards regim
me after the buckling
b
pointt, which is noot registered inn the measureed f-d curve. IIt should alsoo be noted thaat a
ccentral aspect of the presentt calculations for bigger sheells is the requuirement for fiiner meshes. When
W
we simuulate MBs withh a
rradius of seveeral microns a mesh with 400 elements is sufficient to reproduce analytical49 oor experimenttal results, whhile
ttypical mesh refinement
r
callculations withh 800 or evenn 1600 elemennts give the sam
me response ppattern. Howeever, it should be
nnoted that a m
mesh with 400 or 1000 B-cuubic splines faailed to recoveer the experim
mental responsee and finer meeshes with 15000,
22000 and 30000 elements arre used in Fig.. 6(a). Converrged solutionss with the relaatively sparser meshes follow
w the non-linear
rresponse indicating bucklinng, but the ddeformed shappe correspondds to unstablee buckling soolutions exhibiting multilobbed
sshapes. The soolutions with the finer messhes exhibit sttable bucklingg shapes of thee standard form
m with the diimple around tthe
ppole region, F
Fig. 6(b). Overrall, in cases w
where the shell radius is very
ry large and thhe transition reegion that connnects the conttact
w
with the bulk of the shell is much smallerr in comparisoon with the sheell radius31,46; typically on tthe order of thhe film thickneess,
δδ, that occupiees the region bbetween the shhell and substtrate. As a resuult finer meshhes are indeed necessary in order to obtainn a
rreliable solutioon that captures details of thhe shape in thee macroscale, O(R0), and the microscale, O(δ).

F
FIG. 6. (a) Diimensionless foorce R0 F Eh3

as function oof the dimensioonless deformaation Δ/h. Com
mparison betweeen experiment aand

0.4 mm , E  2.8
2 MPa ,   0 .4 ,
ssimulation empploying the disjjoining pressurre model. The simulation parrameters are R0  2 cm , h  0
g dimensionless numbers: kˆb  4  105 , PˆA  0 , Â  2.2  100 10 and ˆBW  0 . (b) Evoluttion
A  10 10 Nm ,   0 and thee corresponding
oof shapes obtainned with a 20000 elements meshh for selected vaalues of dimenssionless deform
mation. The expeeriment was connducted by Shorrter
eet al.50 for a tabble tennis ball.
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B. MB covered with lipid monolayer PˆA  1

In this section, we compare numerical results with experimental AFM data for MBs covered with a phospholipid28,29
shell. As was also pointed out in our earlier study31, the static response pattern of this type of MBs differs significantly from
MBs covered with a polymeric shell. In particular, there is an initial linear response that is identified as Reissner regime, but
at higher deformations the f-d curve becomes non-linear and curved-up with a cubic dependence. This response type is in
contrast with classic shell theory where, for a relative thin shell, transition to buckling is predicted at relatively large
deformations and this is signified by a nonlinear and curved-down response pattern following the initial linear Reissner
regime31. For soft phospholipid shells, the encapsulated gas plays a central role in shell equilibrium, because its
compressibility is comparable with the elastic rigidity. Thus, with increasing external force the shell volume decreases while
the gas pressure increases as well, tending to relax the compressive tensions responsible for buckling. Fig. 7(a) describes the
F-Δc/D0 curve for a Definity MB that was obtained by Buchner Santos et al.28 with the afm. In this curve we fit a linear and a
cubic polynomial in the linear and non-linear regimes, respectively, in order to obtain the corresponding coefficients based on
the approach presented in the previous section, combining the Reissner theory in eq (13a) and the cubic law in (16b),
maintaining a satisfactory regression parameter, ~0.99, in both regimes. In this fashion we estimate the area dilatation and
bending moduli as the two fundamental, independent elastic parameters, rather than the Young modulus and shell thickness30,
by invoking eq. (16b) in the non-linear regime and the slope of the linear regime in Reissner’s law (13a); see also Fig. 7(a). In
the case examined here the initial diameter is set to D0  4.2 μm and the poisson ratio to   0.5 . Employing the above
methodology on the data provided in [28] we obtain for the area dilatation and bending moduli   0.19  m and

kb  5.8 1016 Nm , respectively.

We next perform simulations using the above estimated values for the elastic properties and a relative weak potential, as
there is no indication for strong adhesion, i.e. no significant pull-off force in the experiments. As can be gleaned from Fig.
7(b), the experimental and numerical curves are in excellent agreement. The FEM model accurately captures the linear
regime, while slightly underestimating the force in the pressure dominated regime at high deformations. In addition, the
shape of the MB for three indicative solutions is depicted in Figs 7(c)-(e), where no buckling is observed. Instead, the shape
near the poles remains flattened as the deformation increases and a progressively elongated contact area is exhibited. This
behavior is in agreement with the parametric study performed in our earlier work31 pertaining to soft phospholipid shells
characterized by large resistance to compression, PˆA  O(1), in comparison with the area dilatation modulus. It should also be
21

nnoted that for similar properrties of the canntilever and suubstrate, as thiis is reflected in the intensitty and nature oof the interactiion
ppotential, the shape of the microbubble
m
aaround the twoo poles is idenntical thus vallidating the asssumption of symmetry
s
acrooss
tthe equatorial plane of the m
microbubble.
It should be stressed att this point thaat Buchner Saantos et al.28 adopt for the shhell thicknesss a value of 5 nm, as propossed
bby the manufaacturer of the statically inteerrogated MB’’s, and they esstimate the Yooung’s modulus to E=10-500 MPa, based on
ttheir measurem
ments. This corresponds too an area dilatation moduluss in the rangee of   0.05  0.25  m w
which is in goood
aagreement witth the estimatee obtained in tthe present stuudy. Howeverr, a shell with h  5 nm and E=10-50 MPaa, upon applyiing
tthe formula fr
from classic shhell mechanics (see also eqq. (10) in secttion II.A of thhe present studdy), corresponnds to a bendiing
rresistance of kb  1  7   100 19 Nm thatt is three ordeers of magnituude lower thaan the value estimated in thhe present studdy.
M
Moreover, sim
mulations withh the parameteer values estim
mated by Bucchner Santos eet al.28 indicatte the onset of shell bucklinng.
H
However, thee afm measureements do noot capture bucckling within the reported deformation range. This corroborates
c
o
our
aassertion that for MBs coveered with phoospholipid monnolayers the aarea dilatationn modulus andd bending resisstance constituute
tthe proper set of independennt shell param
meters.
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4.2 μm , solid liines
F
FIG. 7. (a) Foorce as functionn of dimensionlless deformatioon by Buchner Santos e128. foor a Definity MB
M with D0  4
ddescribe linearr and non-lineaar fitting. (b) Comparison of experimental and numericaal F-Δ curves, the simulationn parameters are:
a
116
4
R0  2.1 μm ,   0.19 N m , kb  5.8  10
The
Nm ,   0.5 ,  BW  0 N m , W0  10 N m and  A  50 nm , Mooneey-Rivlin law. T
4
4
ddimensionless nnumbers are kˆb  6.9 10 , PˆA  1.1 , Wˆ0  5.2 10 and ˆBBW  0 . (c) - (ee) Shape of the ddeformed MB ffor three indicattive

ssolutions at defformation  c  77 nm ,  c  200 nm and  c  400 nm ; thhe substrate is llocated at the orrigin of the axiss and the cantileever
iis depicted withh a horizontal linne at the upper part of the MB..

Further ppost-processingg of the calcuulations with the FEM moodel can give a more detailed picture off the main force
bbalance. In Fiig. 8(a) we ploot the componnents of the tootal energy ass function of ddeformation. T
The dominant energies are tthe
eelastic compoonents, i.e. streetching and beending, while at  c  300 nnm we observve a slight incrrease of the ennergy due to gas
g
ccompression w
which is refleccted in the currved upwards regime
r
in the nnumerical F-Δ
Δc curve. Surfaace energy is zzero in this pannel
rreflecting the assumption of zero surfacee tension and implying
i
that the lipid monnolayer fully ccovers the gaseeous phase. This
T
aassumption is valid, especiaally for MBs w
with small sizee, where higheer packing of lipids can be reached. Meaasurements of tthe
ssurface tension for such typpe of MBs alsoo suggest veryy small values52,53. The proffiles of the disjjoining pressuure are plottedd as
ffunction of thhe radial coorddinate σ in Figg. 8(b), for thrree indicative solutions at  c  77, 200 & 400 nm . Thhe growth of tthe
ccontact regionn near the nortth pole of the MB, σ=0, in rresponse to the movement oof the cantilevver results in aan increase of tthe
ttotal force. Thhe profile of tthe disjoiningg pressure reseembles that off a point loadd placed at thee pole region and is graduaally
ddisplaced as thhe cantilever further squeezzes the shell. Most
M of the looading is conccentrated arounnd the transitiion region, whhile
aat the contactt area the disjjoining pressuure assumes llower values since the liquuid film thickkness increasees tending to tthe
ccharacteristic length δA. Thiis is a typical evolution of tthe disjoining pressure whenn the f-d curvee follows the R
Reissner regim
me,
F
Fig. 4(b). However, upon extending thee simulation ttowards even higher deform
mations the ddisjoining presssure around tthe
23

ccontact area iss seen to form
m a plateau, inndicating a sloow thinning off the liquid fillm in responsee to the signifficant increasee of
tthe internal prressure31, paneel 8(b), in respponse to the inncreased repulsion from thee cantilever. T
The contributioon of the conttact
rregion in the ttotal force is aalso evident inn the nearly cuubic increase with increasinng deformation, Fig. 7(a,b),, that reflects tthe
O
O(Δ/R0)2 grow
wth of pressurre in that region31. The platteau is follow
wed by a local maximum in the disjoiningg pressure at the
eedge of the traansition regionn31, followed by
b a smooth aattenuation tow
wards the equaator region, inndicating the im
mportance of tthe
ttransition reggion in connecting the conntact region w
with the outer shell wheree the loading is absent. Moreover,
M
in tthe
ssimulations portrayed in Figs 7 and 8 tthe flat cantilever and subsstrate surfacess are characteerized by the same propertties

W0, 

of thhe interaction potential. Thherefore the tw
wo profiles m
must be symm
metric for the same deformaation and thiss is

iindeed reflecteed in the numeerically obtainned profiles off the disjoiningg pressure.

F
FIG. 8. (a) Diimensionless ennergy componennts Wˆi as function of deformaation Δc. (b) D
Dimensionless ddisjoining pressuure profiles ̂ as
ffunction of the rradial coordinatte σ, the disjoinning pressure duue to the cantilevver. The calculaations refer to thhe simulation cuurve in Fig. 8(b).

In the sam
me context, A
Abou Saleh et al.29 investigaated the responnse of lipid M
MBs using thee afm in an exxtensive rangee of
ddeformations. They studied the effect of aadding an extrra functional ccoating on the mechanical reesponse, where they measurre a
ssignificant inccrease of the shell stiffnesss. The F-Δc curve
c
of phosppholipid MBss without extrra coating follows the patteern
ppreviously desscribed i.e. iniitially linear aand at higher ddeformations ccurved upwardds. Proceedingg in the same manner as in tthe
aanalysis of thee Buchner Sanntos et al.28 cuurves, we empploy the analyttical models pertaining
p
to thhe linear Reisssner regime, E
Eq.
13, and the ennsuing nonlineear regime, Eqq. 16b, to extrract the area ddilatation and bending moduuli, see also F
Fig. 9(a). Indeed,
uupon combiniing the Reissnner with the nnon-linear regiime, we calcuulate for the arrea dilatation modulus   7.7 103  m
24

aand the bendinng modulus kb  1.76 10115 Nm . Then, we employ thhe numerical m
model with thee calculated ellastic parametters
aand as can bee gleaned from
m Fig. 9(b) thhe experimenttal and the nuumerical curves are in exceellent agreement. In a simiilar
ffashion as in the simulationns portrayed iin Fig 7, the ddeformed shappe remains flaattened for all deformationss around the tw
wo
ppole regions where
w
a progreessively longeer contact areaa is formed as the deformatioon increases, F
Figs 9(c)-(e). It should also be
sstressed that in order to aapply the Reisssner relationn, Eq. 13a, the deformationn Δ of the siingle pole muust be employyed
ccorrespondingg to one halff the displacem
ment of the cantilever, Δc, reported inn [28,29], sincce the latter incorporates tthe
ddeformation oof both poless. The energyy distribution and disjoininng pressure profiles
p
were also monitorred in this caase.
H
However, theyy are not show
wn as they exhhibit the samee behavior as iin the simulattions pertaininng to the afm measurements
m
s in
[28].

μ ,
F
FIG. 9. (a) Forrce as function of dimensionless deformation by Abou Salehh et al29. for a M
MB covered witth phospholipidd and D0  3.5 μm
ssolid lines desccribe linear and non-linear fittinng. (b) Comparison of experim
mental and numeerical F-Δ curvees, the simulation parameters are:
a
25

3
15
Nm ,   0.5 ,  BW  0 N m , W0  104 N m and  A  50 nm , Mooney-Rivlin law.
R0  1.75 μm ,   7.7 10 N m , kb  1.76 10

2
2
The dimensionless numbers are kˆb  7.5 10 , PˆA  2.3 , Wˆ0  1.310 and ˆBW  0 . (c) - (e) Shape of the deformed MB for three

indicative solutions at deformation c  0.14, 1.00 and 1.70 μm , the substrate is located at the origin of the axis and the cantilever is
depicted with a horizontal line at the upper part of the MB.



C. Capsules with constant volume PˆA  



In this subsection simulations with our methodology are presented and compared against experimental data for
monodisperse melamine formaldehyde (MF)22,24 and polydisperse Poly-DL-lactic acid (PLA)22 shells using the afm22 and a
micromanipulation rig24. In both cases the shell contains an incompressible liquid instead of a gas and consequently the
interrogated particles are referred to as microcapsules rather than microbubbles. One of the central aspects of the modelling
of such capsules is the assumption of negligible drainage of water through the shell, which implies that the total volume
remains constant. Therefore, in order to investigate the validity of the assumption of an impermeable shell and
facilitate/validate the parameter estimation process, we perform simulations assuming constant volume for the PLA22, and
MF capsules22,24.
Afm measurements on PLA capsules22 exhibit a curved upwards regime in the f-d curve without an initial linear regime.
Subsequent fitting of the experimental data on a theoretical expression that consists of an initial (Δ/R0)0.5 nonlinear regime
where bending and stretching balance each other and a cubic rule, eq. 16b, an estimate was obtained for the Young’s modulus
of these capsules that is on the order of E1MPa, for an a-priori known shell thickness h20 nm based on the number of
polyectrolyte bilayers and a typical bilayer thickness of 4nm22. Simulations performed in the context of the present study with
the above shell parameter estimates recover the response pattern of the afm measurements as long as the deformation remains
relatively small, Δ/R0≤0.2, thus identifying the limit of validity of the constant volume formulation. In particular, as can be
gleaned from the f/d curve portrayed in Fig. 10(a), the numerical results obtained with the present methodology are in
excellent agreement with the experimental curves22, indicating a pronounced cubic curved upwards response pattern at the
outset of the simulation, for both sizes that were interrogated. Thus, the force required to obtain large deformations was seen
to increase significantly due to the dominant resistance to compression of the enclosed liquid that is a result of the
requirement for constant volume. As was discussed in section II.B in the context of eq. (17), this reflects the dominant
contribution to the repulsive force on the shell from the contact region and affects the nature of the f-d curve which now
exhibits an O(Δ/R0)3 dependence of the force on the shell deformation at the north pole. This is particularly so for the large
capsules, Fig, 10(a), for which the bending resistance is less important hence the resistance to bending is not significant, and
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we can recover the above Young modulus value, E1MPa, via application of the cubic rule described by eq. 16b on the afm
curve. In fact, eq. (17) that contains the contribution of the contact and transition regions in the total force as the sum of the
Reissner and cubic terms, can be used to describe the static response pattern of constant volume capsules. In the cases shown
in Fig 10a bending resistance is subdominant to stretching, k̂ b is 2.8x10-6 and 1.1x10-5 and P̂A is 20 and 10 when the radius
of the shell R0 is 5μm and 2μm respectively, hence the Reissner term is subdominant in eq. (17). This is the type of behavior
that was predicted in our previous theoretical/numerical study31 for capsules with very large resistance to compression, large

P̂A , that do not exhibit a marked Reissner regime in their f-d curves. Consequently, it is in agreement with the model
proposed by Lulevich et al.22, that accounts for the cubic nonlinearity but assumes a (Δ/R0)0.5 dependence in the initial part of
the f-d curve instead of the linear Reissner regime, since it is the cubic part that provides the dominant contribution to the
force.

It should also be noted that based on the experimentally reported f-d curves the larger capsule,

 R0  5 μm  , is

susceptible to instabilities, especially at high deformations. This might indicate collapse of the shell followed by water
drainage, or it might also reflect the onset of elastoplastic buckling23,26 or creep displacement which are effects that are not
accounted for in the shell model employed here. The evolution of the deformed shape of the capsule as the external force
increases is illustrated in Fig. 10(b)-(c), where the upper contact area is seen to follow very smoothly the curvature of the
rigid sphere that constitutes the tip of the cantilever, while the lower contact area remains flat. This type of deformation
cannot be characterized as buckling of the upper contact area, because it is not the result of compressive stresses. Rather it
resembles the gradual evolution of an indentation process affected by the cantilever tip onto the elastic shell surface. The
slight asymmetry in the capsule shape at the two poles shown in panels 10(b)-(c) is a result of the spherical tip of the
cantilever. Nevertheless, the radius of the glass sphere is much larger, in comparison with the capsule radius, and
consequently its curvature does not introduce a significant discrepancy in comparison with the response of a plane cantilever
or substrate. The slight asymmetry in the arrangement of the interrogated capsules is better visualized by plotting the profile
of the disjoining pressure, panel 10(d), which exhibits plateau in its distribution along the contact area. Furthermore, due to
the very large resistance to gas compression effected by the condition for constant volume, the internal pressure increases
significantly as the force increases. This is illustrated by the gradually intensifying plateau in the contact region, Fig, 10(d),
and the nonlinear behavior in the f-d curve, especially for large shells, that can be used to recover the area dilatation modulus
as was shown above. Finally, the evolution of the solution is registered in terms of the energies that constitute the static
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eequilibrium, Fig.
F 10(e), andd it is seen thaat, for the paraameter range cconsidered perrtaining to an incompressibl
i
le liquid, mostt of
tthe energy is ddue to stretchiing of the shell while bendinng is negligible.

R0  5 μm aand
F
FIG. 10. (a) Coomparison of exxperimental andd numerical F-Δ
Δc curves assum
ming constant voolume for two PLA
P
capsules with
w
R0  2 μm ; (b) & (c) Shape of
0 ,
o the deformed capsule as obbtained by sim
mulations for R0  5 μm , whenn c D0  0.1 and c D0  0.2
rrespectively; (dd) dimensionleess disjoining pressure
p
profilees ̂ as funcction of the raadial coordinatee  ; (e) dim
mensionless eneergy
Pa ,
ccomponents Wˆi as function oof the dimensioonless deformation c D0 , S
Simulation param
meters for solidd curve: R0  5 μm , E  1 MP
5
06 ,
h  25 nm ,   0.5 ,  BW  0 N m , W0  10 N m and  A  50 nm , neo--Hookean law aand the dimensiionless numberss: kˆb  2.78 10
4
PˆA  20 , Ŵ0  4 10 and ˆBBW  0 . Simulattion parameterss for dashed curvve: R0  2 μm , E  1 MPa , h  20 nm ,   00.5 ,  BW  0 N m ,

W0  105 N m and  A  50 nm , neo-Hookkean law and thee dimensionlesss numbers: kˆb  1.1105 , PˆA  10 , Wˆ0  5 104 and ˆBW  0

. The experimenntal curves weree obtained by L
Lulevich et al.22.
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Next, the simulation is repeated for the case of melamine formaldehyde (MF) capsules that were tested by Lulevich et al.22
and Mercade-Prieto et al24. In both cases the response differs from the above described measurements with PLA shells since
the shell possesses a larger bending resistance, kˆb  1.1105 and 4.8 104 , respectively. In particular, in the measurements
reported by Mercade-Prieto et al24 using micromanipulation and compression of the microcapsules between two rigid flat
surfaces, the initial linear - Reissner- part of the response is present in the small deformations regime of the experimental f-d
curve, thus reflecting the balance between bending and stretching in the transition region of the shell, Fig. 3(a), before the
curved upwards pattern is captured that was identified as the dominant force component for PLA shells. In this context, the
importance of a simplified model for the approximation of the f-d curves of such capsules, as the one provided by eq. (17) of
the present study, was pointed out. Simulations were also performed in the same study using ABAQUS and fitting was
performed on the numerical data using an expression that contained linear and quadratic terms in the deformation. In this
fashion, estimates were obtained of the shell shear modulus and thickness on the order of E=1.17 GPa and h=290 nm for
microcapsules with rest radius on the order of R0=4.4 μm.

In the present study eq. (17) was employed to provide estimates of the shell elastic parameters by using the linear and
cubic part of the static response curve in the manner described in the section II B. Thus, parameter values of the same order
of magnitude were obtained with the ones provided in [24], i.e. E=0.36 GPa and h=490 nm. Using the two available sets of
shell parameters simulations were performed with the methodology proposed in the present study. It was thus seen that using
the parameter estimates provided in [24] fully recovers simulations performed with ABAQUS in the latter study while
excellent agreement is obtained with the experimental data in both the linear and nonlinear parts of the f-d curve, fig 11a. The
shell is seen to progressively acquire more elongated shapes along the equator without buckling taking place, panel 11b. This
is a result of the incompressible nature of water enclosed in the shell that does not allow for bending to take place in the pole
region as that would cause an abrupt volume reduction. Instead the contact region elongates to accommodate the additional
energy provided by the interaction with the cantilever, panel 11(b). Furthermore, due to the larger bending resistance of MF
shells, there is an identifiable linear part in the f-d curve where the linear Reissner regime holds before nonlinearity sets in. In
fact, the numerical f-d curve obtained with the estimates provided upon applying the linear and cubic part of eq. (17) on the
experimental f-d curve, accurately captures the linear regime while underestimating the force required to generate larger
deformations since it ignores an intermediate quadratic part that follows the initial Reissner regime, before cubic effects
dominate the static response, and consequently underestimates the Young’s modulus E. Nevertheless, simulations with the
parameter estimates obtained via the combination of linear and nonlinear regime incorporated in eq. (17), provide an overall
accurate description of the experimental f-d curve and recover the aspects of the deformed shell illustrated in panels 11b-11d
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ffor the same deformation.. Subsequent improvementt of the param
meter estimattes is possiblee by increasiing the Young’s
m
modulus whilee reducing thee shell thickneess, in order too maintain the slope of the iinitial Reissneer regime that is ~Eh2, see aalso
eeq. (13a). In tthis manner exxcursions from
m the experimeental f-d curvee are minimizzed and the paarameter estim
mates proposedd in
[24] are recovvered.

he absencee of buckling iis corroborated by plotting tthe disjoining pressure as thhe force increaases, Fig. 11(cc), that exhibitts a
ppoint load disttribution for small deformattions that is inndicative of thee Reisner respponse, followeed by a similarr pattern with tthe
ssimulations foor the softer P
PLA capsules shown in Figg. 10(d), wherre the disjoiniing pressure fforms a plateaau in the conttact
rregion and graadually dominnates the force exerted on thhe shell. Finallyy, the contribuution to the total energy am
mong the differrent
sstiffness compponents is provvided in panell 11(d), indicaating the dominnant effect of stretching andd bending resisstances for sm
mall
ddeformations. For large deeformations thhe pattern of stretching eneergy dominatiing over bendding is capturred, as was aalso
oobtained in thee context of ouur simulationss with the PLA
A capsules deppicted in Fig. 110(e).
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FIG. 11. (a) Comparison of experimental and numerical F-Δ curves assuming constant volume for an MF capsule with R0  4.4 μm and

E  1.17 GPa, h  290 nm (kˆb  4.8  104 , PˆA  1.3  103 ),

E  0.36 GPa, h  490 nm (kˆb  1.4  103 , PˆA  2.4  103 ), depicted with a
5

solid and dashed line respectively; the rest of the simulation parameters are   0.5 ,  BW  0 N m , W0  10 N m and  A  50 nm , for a
shell obeying the neo-Hookean law. The experimental curve was obtained by Mercade-Prieto et al.24. (b) Shape of the deformed capsule,
(c) dimensionless disjoining pressure profiles ̂ as function of the radial coordinate  and (d) dimensionless energy components Wˆ as
i

function of the dimensionless deformation  c D0 , pertaining to the afm simulations depicted in the continuous f-d curve.

Simulations performed in the present study in reference to the afm measurements by Lulevich et al22 with MF capsules,
using an average value for shell elasticity, E=100 MPa, exhibit a very similar behavior with the simulations portrayed in Fig.
11 in the context of the experiments by Mercade-Prieto et al24; small P̂A . However, it should be stressed that the response
pattern in the experimental curve of the former study indicates rupture of the shell and water drainage at not very large
deformations, as the authors of the latter study point out. Even though the present model does not predict rupture or any other
kind of collapse it should be noted that the simulations break at around  c D0  0.25 due to inaccuracies in the calculation
of the disjoining pressure distribution. It is conjectured that the excessive shell stretching in the two pole regions of such
capsules as the external force increases, compromises the validity of the model employed since it neglects the importance of
friction at the contact region. Finally, in the afm measurements reported by Mettu et al.25 where the effect of increasing
temperature on the shell stiffness is investigated, the linear Reissner part in the f-d curve is also quite pronounced in view of
the relatively large stiffness of the shell, E15MPa, and comparable resistance to compression, P̂A  0.2 for shell diameter
and thickness on the order of 4.3 μm and 60nm, respectively.

IV. Conclusions

An extensive comparison was conducted in this study between afm measurements of coated microbubbles and capsules
and the theoretical/numerical model presented in our earlier study for the simulation of static response of mb’s squeezed
between two rigid flat plates. The thinning of the liquid film between the MB’s coating and the cantilever results in an
increase in the local pressure, which is known as disjoining pressure and is a manifestation of the long range attractive and
short range repulsive forces. Employing a typical interaction potential we showed that it is possible to accurately capture
force deformation curves of thin shelled mb’s and microcapsules beyond the regime of small deformations. It was thus seen
that the proposed methodology is a reliable numerical/theoretical tool for simulating afm experiments for a wide variety of
experimental arrangements involving coated particles and obtaining reliable estimates of their elastic properties. In that sense
it extends previous methodologies using various forms of interaction potentials for the study of free drops and bubbles
subject to indentation, that mainly focused on the linear regime of the static response.
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In particular, both numerical and experimental f-d curves pertaining to polymeric thin shells for which the resistance to
volume compression is not dominant, very small P̂A parameter, initially follow the linear Reissner regime whereas when the
shell is compressed beyond a certain threshold a transition to a non-linear curved downwards regime (Pogorelov) is observed
that is associated with buckling around the contact area. As the external force further increases a curved upwards regime is
registered in the f-d curve signifying resistance to gas compression. Coupling of the Reissner model in the linear regime with
the buckling point that signifies transition to the Pogorelov regime, eq (13a) with eq (15), provides the necessary information
to calculate both shell thickness and the Young modulus, based on data obtained at relatively small deformations31.
Comparison between numerical f-d curves obtained upon incorporating the above parameter values in our model and
experimental curves shows very good agreement. Simulations recover the static response reported in the literature of afm
measurements until, at higher deformations, instabilities are observed associated with cantilever friction, changes in the
elastic shell behavior or inelastic effects. It should be noted that such instabilities cannot be captured since they are not
predicted by the present model, nevertheless they do not pose a critical issue in the parameter estimation effort because they
are circumvented by our methodology that does not rely on very large deformation data.

A systematic comparison was also performed between our model and afm experiments that are available in the literature
for MBs covered with soft phospholipid monolayers with significant resistance to volume compression, P̂A ~ 1 . The relevant
experiments that we studied exhibit the same response pattern in the f-d curves. In particular, an extensive linear regime is
observed followed by a non-linear curved upwards regime. In this context, the profiles of the calculated and measured f-d
curves indicate that buckling is bypassed and therefore the shape around the contact area remains flattened, which is
confirmed by the shapes of the deformed microbubbles provided by our simulations. Thus, we estimated the area dilatation
and bending moduli by combining the linear Reissner model and the asymptotic equation for the pressure dominated cubic
regime in the manner proposed in our earlier theoretical study31. The latter two regimes correspond to situations where the
dominant force on the shell arises in the transition and contact regions of the shell, respectively, in terms of shell proximity to
the wall, and reflect the balance between shell stretching and bending and between shell stretching and pressure change,
respectively. Then, employing simulations with the calculated parameters we obtain an excellent agreement with the
experimental curves. This behavior strongly supports the validity of our assumption regarding MBs covered with lipid and
the primary independent elastic parameters, namely the area dilatation and bending moduli. Care should also be taken when
comparing experimental against theoretical/numerical data in the Reissner regime, Eq. 13a,b, to employ the deformation
pertaining to a single pole rather than the cantilever displacement which incorporates deformation from both poles.
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When the shell encapsulates a liquid, shell equilibrium is coupled with an isochoric equation to describe its
incompressibility. In this case buckling is not possible as well and simulations exhibit a strong curved upwards response in
the f-d curves beginning from the small deformation regime when the bending stiffness is relatively unimportant, in
conformity well with relevant experimental findings; kˆb  106 . In particular, the f-d curves in both simulations and
experiments exhibit a nearly cubic response at not very large deformations, in agreement with our previous findings31 in the
parameter range for which stretching and resistance to volume compression constitute the dominant shell rigidities. In such
cases, the typical sequence of Reissner and Pogorelov responses was not detected in the experimental or the numerical
curves. The linear Reissner regime itself is weak and its effect is restricted in mitigating the cubic response pattern. On
employing the nonlinear estimate for the force deformation dependence, Eq. (16b), allows for reliable prediction of the area
dilatation modulus, χ, for such constant volume shells. Furthermore, the above pattern was verified by the calculated shapes
of the interrogated capsules as well as the profiles of the disjoining pressure. When the bending stiffness is comparable with
the stretching stiffness the linear regime is evident in the initial part of the experimental f-d curves and this behavior is
corroborated by the simulations performed in the context of the present methodology. Eq (17) constitutes a reliable first
model of the response pattern of such relatively stiffer shells that, coupled with simulations, provides optimal and accurate
estimates of the Young’s modulus and shell thickness.

Finally, the above methodology for capturing the load distribution on a coated microbubble in the vicinity of a solid or
flexible wall is expected to assist the modelling of the trapping process of modulated shells for the purpose of attaching them
to specific substrates via application of ultrasound. In this fashion, the impact of intermolecular forces on the dynamic aspects
of the wall-interaction and the resulting resonance frequencies and shell break-up threshold, will be essential for the control
of bubble pulsations that are trapped on a substrate and the eventual design of novel drug delivery protocols. It should be
stressed that out of the existing such protocols based on contrast microbubbles only few have evolved into routine clinical
application with all the rest remaining as research tools for almost two decades.
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A
APPENDIX A:
A Derivation of minimu
um distance between the MB and a cantilever.

F
FIG. A-1. Miniimum distance bbetween a pointt on the shell suurface and a canntilever of an arbbitrary shape.

The liquidd film thickneess, which is inncorporated inn the interaction potential aand the disjoinning pressure, is defined as tthe
m
minimum disttance betweenn the two surffaces, e.g. the cantilever and the microbuubble or the suubstrate and tthe microbubbble.
W
When a flat caantilever is connsidered, Fig. 1(a), the miniimum distancee is:

  zCS  z ,

(A--1)

and for thhe substrate-m
microbubble thee film thickness is:

 z,

(A--2)

However,, for a sphericcal cantilever oor a cantileverr with more coomplex geomeetry the minim
mum distance iis defined by tthe
E
Euclidean norrm. We now present
p
a methhodology for ccalculating thee disjoining prressure when the cantileverr interacting w
with
tthe shell is nnot flat and ppossesses a ttip, e.g. a sphherical tip ass in the expeeriments reporrted in the liiterature of afm
a
m
measurementss17,22,34. We coonsider a globbal cylindricaal coordinatedd system (σ,z)) with its origgin located at the intersectiion
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between the axis of symmetry and the substrate plane. Then, the axial position of the cantilever is described as a known
function of the cantilever radial coordinate  c :
z c  f  c  ,

(A-3)

For example, in the case of a spherical cantilever with center at  0, z cs  and radius Rc the axial position of points at the
cantilever surface reads as zc   Rc2   c2  zcs . The point  c , z c  on the cantilever surface that corresponds to the
minimum distance from a point on the shell interface, lies on the line that is vertical at that point and connects the  c , z c 
with  , z  , which can be mathematically described by the following relation

 z  zc  zc     c
where zc 

0,

(A-4)

zc
is the slope of the tangent at the point  c , z c  . Therefore, solving the system of eq. (A-1) and (A-2), the
 c

coordinates of the cantilever are calculated, where for a spherical cantilever we obtain:

 Rc

c 

 z  zcs 

2

r

2

and

zc   Rc2   c2  zcs ,

(A-5a,b)

Note that, if for example an ellipsoidal cantilever is considered then the previous system requires an iterative method for the
solution, like the Newton-Raphson method. Then, the minimum distance δ between the shell surface and the cantilever is:



   c 

2

  z  zc  ,
2

(A-6)

Then the disjoining pressure can be calculated as:
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(A-7a,b)

wint
is easily calculated by differentiation of the interaction potential, while for the rest of partial derivatives


further calculations are required taking into account the definition of the outwards pointing normal vector on the shell
surface, Fig. A-1. In particular, differentiation of eq. (A-6) with respect to radial and axial coordinates gives:
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(A-8a,b)
(A-8c,d)

where s denotes the arc-length on the bubble surface and when it is used as subscript denotes differentiation. However, in eq.
(A-8a,b) the derivatives of the cantilever coordinates with respect to  , z  are not known, thus we differentiate eq. (A-4)
while introducing the known cantilever shape via (A-3):
 c
1
,

2

1  zc   z  zc  zc

zc
 c

2
z
1  zc   z  zc  zc

with zc 

 2 zc
 c2

,

(A-9a,b)

Then, employing the chain rule of differentiation:
zc
z  c
 c
zc
z  c
 c
,
, and
 c
 zc
 c
 zc
  c 

z  c z
z

(A-9c,d)

One additional differentiation of the above terms will be required and calculated in the same manner as above, when the
jacobians of the disjoining pressure are needed. The above methodology can be also employed for the calculation of the film
thickness in coating/spreading problems when the substrate has a corrugated profile or topography in general.
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